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Abstract
A growing number of services are now being offered over mobile devices. They typically combine positioning technology, wireless technology and spatial analysis methods applied to detailed geographical, time based data to offer services in support of time critical, spatial, mobile decision making. A collection of research issues need to be addressed in the successful delivery of such services that extend beyond issues of sophisticated network algorithms. Specifically, careful attention needs to be given to: (1) people and user environments; (2) access to networks; (3) policy, privacy and liability; (4) standards and interoperability; and (5) data quality. Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) is the collective term for these interconnected issues and has been a traditional area of research associated with geographic information science. In this paper the particular SDI requirements for the successful delivery of Location Based Services (LBS) are explored through the development of a prototype LBS for journey planning. The initial implementation and testing of this prototype has revealed that the SDI context is well suited as a framework within which to examine the related LBS issues. From a more technical perspective, the testing has revealed that data structure and the means by which large data sets are mined (in order to gather information to present to users) is critical to the success of timely information delivery over limited bandwidth media.
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1 Problem statement

The proliferation of mobile phones into society has led to a changing communication paradigm, described by some as a paradigm shift in how information is accessed and utilised in a ‘mobile centric’ world (Sacher and Loudon 2002). It is certainly the case that mobile phones have provided people with an unparalleled freedom to communicate in a variety of modes irrespective of their location (Singleton 1983, Cox 1996, Solymar 1999). Many mobile phones are Java enabled and support the Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) via GSM (Global System for Mobile Communication) or GPRS (General Packet Radio Service). Mobile phone functionality is also starting to be integrated with personal digital assistants (PDAs) and presence technologies (such as the Global Positioning System (GPS) and Bluetooth) (Blonz and McCarthy 1998, Pratt 1999, Koh and Kim 2000) forming one device capable of recording and organising tasks and communicating with others. Predictions in the level of adoption, and the type of services offered abound (refer to Blonz and McCarthy (1998), McCabe (1999), Robinson (2000), Souissi and Phillips (2000), and Dennis (2001) for additional details). Ericsson (2000, 2001) predict that there will be more mobile internet subscribers than fixed lines by 2003, with the number of mobile phones in circulation now exceeding 1 billion world-wide. Current and proposed services range from business support through to entertainment (Figure 1) and collectively the technology is fundamentally changing how we manage our day to day activities (Carroll et al. 1991).

A subset of the services listed in Figure 1 involve the use of geographical information; information that is current and intended for immediate use as part of the decision making process. For example someone in a car may wish to detour a traffic accident; a tourist may wish to know if there is sufficient time to visit a gallery, together with the most appropriate mode of transport and a navigable route description to guide them there. Where the decision making process involves the use of a service based on geographical, timely data with respect to the position of the decision maker, the service can be defined as a location based service (LBS). Encompassing ‘pull’ services such as journey planning (including navigation and route modification facilities), optimal scheduling and execution of a set of activities, and ‘push’ services (such as proximity based advertising), LBS require careful consideration of issues such as network loads, privacy, standards (central to the idea of interoperability), and the associated policy issues. It is also necessary to resolve problems in the integration and management of fine scale, spatial and non-spatial data, and how it is gathered and presented to the user. Within the spatial information science discipline, these issues have traditionally been explored within the framework of the Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) – a concept that has been evolving over the past decade. Thus, the central questions are: How will the proliferation of LBS impact SDI? How should existing ideas on SDI be extended to comprehensively accommodate the successful delivery of such services?

This paper begins to address these questions in the reverse order in which they are posed. In addition to a theoretical discussion, this paper identifies how the current SDI requirements need to adapt to support LBS (the second question) through the implementation of a public transport location based service for Melbourne, Australia. An outline of the phased prototype implementation is provided, along with a discussion of how the implementation is beginning to identify modifications required in SDI modelling. In turn, these findings are expected to help examine how the proliferation of LBS will impact on SDI (the first question), and as such will form the basis for a subsequent
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paper. It is highly likely in the short term that LBS will continue to be developed by private industry with little regard for bigger picture infrastructure ideals. On the other hand, some government initiatives are more forward thinking and are already including LBS in their spatial information strategic planning dialogue. As a result, the infrastructure required to deliver such services is being re-examined.

2 A Definition of LBS

The delivery of services over mobile devices is a huge growth industry. With mobile phones expected to outnumber fixed line phones in 2002 (Ericsson 2000), the provision of position sensitive, time critical information to mobile users through a variety of devices is an emerging area, encouraged by legislative mandates in the USA and similar initiatives in Europe (refer to FCC (1999) and Parthus Technologies (2001), respectively for additional details). A location based service is concerned with supporting dynamic spatial decision making through the provision of real-time, geographically based information (typically at a fine scale).

As described earlier, this decision making process is from the perspective of an individual (rather than a group or organisation etc.) concerned with coming to a decision
about getting from one place to another. The decision making process could involve deliberating over the means of transportation or the transportation route itself. Within this context, spatial decision making is about coming to a decision that is related (in either the procedure or the final result) to a geographical or spatial entity (for example a place or location). The dynamic component relates to the changing environment in which the individual is operating. This change can be a function of time, the geographical position of the individual, or the tasks that the user is performing. For example, if en route from A to B a traveller decides to stop at a point C, they should be able to use the LBS to alter their current route, to include the new change. Similarly, if being guided by navigation directions from A to B and a wrong turn is made, they should be able to use the LBS to obtain new directions (ideally the system should automatically detect and deal with this case). The flexible and adaptive decision making process of individuals (Payne et al. 1993), in conjunction with an often changing and complex task environment demands significant, often tailored support.

From a business perspective, the user must have a clear understanding of the value in utilising a specific location based service. Typical LBS applications require fine scale data and utilise spatial analysis techniques that support the presentation of information in a variety of forms (not merely two dimensional maps). The constraints of interface require careful structured presentation of the data, often in a linked, hierarchical form (Hoogenraad 2000, Quirion 2001). In line with Tobler’s first law, the relative importance of geographical information is invariably governed by its nearness to the user (in both time and space); thus the integration of positional technology is central to any LBS device.

In summary, Location Based Services are a result of the convergence of position, information and communication technologies as shown in Figure 2, and encompass issues of human computer interaction (modes of interaction and immersion, decision making, activity scheduling and situational awareness), data (metadata, standards, scale, multi-modal delivery and dynamic updates), spatial analysis (topological modelling, information trawling, integration and conflation, and abstraction and generalisation), people (personalisation, computer literacy, spatial literacy, social or cultural influences) and applications (revenue models, policy, privacy, role of value added resellers). Whilst each of these individually is worthy of pursuit, the philosophical underpinning of this
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research relies on the relationship and interdependencies between each of these components. For example, planning a multi modal journey requires detailed information from the user (an interactive environment to support this process); detailed, current schedules for a range of transport networks and transfer points between modes; analysis methods for deriving a solution; and text, image and sound techniques for communicating that solution.

To investigate these interdependencies, this research focuses on the development of an LBS that will enable users to plan and execute routes using the public transport system in the city of Melbourne. Through user needs analysis it is possible to define the requirements of such a system: operating on a device that can be personalised, the application will respond to the location of the user, relay public transport vehicle positions within the network in a dynamic fashion, record routes for future use with the aim of conveying this information efficiently, in a memorable form, consistently and responsively. The information needs to be verifiable such that the user can perform the two core tasks of planning and navigating in addition to other tasks associated with their mobility. More specifically the mode of interaction needs to support activities such as:

1. Allowing definition of (multiple) start, way and end points;
2. Enabling lookup facilities of past plans (facilitating personalisation);
3. Displaying route information in a variety of forms, and in varying detail (thus providing context);
4. Providing guidance and confirmation information prior to, and during the journey;
5. Providing updates and consideration of alternate proposals based on changing conditions of the network, and of the user’s activity scheduling; and

Before looking at these issues in more detail, a review of the essential elements of a current SDI model is provided, and the link between SDI and LBS is explored further.

3 Spatial Data Infrastructure and Location Based Services

The increased use and importance placed on spatial information across many discipline areas, and the associated need for cooperation between spatial data users and producers has led to a recognition of the need for an infrastructure for land and geographic information, a Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI). SDI are intended to create an environment which enables a variety of users to access and retrieve complete and consistent data sets in an easy and secure manner (Coleman and McLaughlin 1998, Rajabifard et al. 2000). Typically this environment is created through the development of dynamic partnerships between inter- and intra-jurisdictional organisations. However as Feeney and Williamson (2000, p. 95) indicate, SDI also ‘have the potential to increase business opportunities for the geographic information industry, and promote widespread use of available data sets’. Encompassing issues of people and user environments; network access; policy, privacy and liability; standards and interoperability; and data quality, SDI enable efficient collection, management, access, delivery and utilisation of spatial data.

Relying on a range of integrated data sets (both spatial and non-spatial), LBS must extract relevant portions of these data sets and present them to users in an appropriate manner.
In order to achieve this, appropriate policies for data use must be in place, and communication methods defined for wireless information transmission. These broad requirements parallel the five SDI components of people, access networks, policy, standards and data. From an LBS perspective, the essential elements are the people (encompassing the diversity of users and producers of spatial data, both accessing and as ‘input’ to the service), and the data necessary to support the service (particularly its currency, completeness and integration). For the data to become useful information it is necessary to have in place the networks, together with policies governing use, and access, and standards relating to the quality of data, and its integration. These ideas are summarised in Figure 3.

Each of these components is critical within an SDI, and strongly related to the others thus forming the cohesive nature of the infrastructure. Additionally through the recognition of these components in a range of SDI implementations, an integrated, hierarchical structure of SDI from corporate to global levels has been identified (Chan and Williamson 1999; Rajabifard et al. 1999, 2000). As a result, determining SDI requirements in the context of LBS forces an examination of all of the components, rather than focussing on any one individual component in isolation. Redefining one component will impact on others. For example, the policy component will have to examine privacy in response to the concerns of the community in relation to the ability of a mobile phone to determine its location, transmit and use this information to filter content. At the same time, the technical standards component will have to consider metadata and ways of ensuring the quality of the data provided to users.

As mentioned earlier, the original intention of SDI was to create an environment within which a variety of users could access and retrieve complete and consistent data sets easily and securely (Coleman and McLaughlin 1998). Unlike traditional SDI end users, LBS end users will not require access to complete data sets in the sense of coverage at small scale. They will, however, require detailed information relevant to their current location and surrounding area. Recently, the importance of the end user in the SDI setting has become more apparent. Unlike users of a state government SDI, the users of an LBS may not necessarily be trained in spatial analysis and interpretation. Vector and raster data sets must be ‘translated’ into a form that is easily digestible and memorable by the general public, and ‘fits’ within the restrictions of wireless communication and associated devices.

Although SDI models have proved sufficient for spatial analysis, long term planning and decision making, as well as other relatively static modelling purposes, mobile services place new requirements on the use and delivery of geographic information. This arises from the properties of LBS which can be described as being concerned with:
information exchanges that are time and space critical;
• supporting dynamic spatial decision making (with the consequent need for immediacy and flexibility);
• information that is proximity critical (the closer you are to an activity, the more important it is to know about that activity);
• information display on a device of limited affordance and real estate; and
• the competition of tasks and events whose outcome may then influence subsequent decisions (such as changes in weather, tasks taking longer to complete than expected, etc.).

These issues relate to the ‘user centred’ dissemination of information, but they can also be linked to the technical SDI components as summarised in Table 1.

Thus the demands and requirements of the mobile nature of LBS end users are highlighting limits to the current SDI model. While the generic SDI principles of people, access, standards, policy and data are still of prime importance to LBS, more detailed definitions for each of these components is required to meet the challenges of the mobile, wirelessly connected end user.

4 Methodology

The purpose of this research is to use a set of phased implementations of a public transport information system to explore and extend the understanding of SDI requirements.

The strong user focus and the time critical nature of this service lends itself to Jacobson’s method of object-oriented software engineering (OOSE) (Jacobson et al. 1992). The OOSE method involves the formation of models that capture the actors of the system and their behaviour for each of the design stages. As the method name suggests, the models are made up of objects representing real world entities. This is a natural way for people to describe their environment; therefore, the semantic gap between the models and the real world is relatively small.

Although not specifically intended for prototyping, following the OOSE approach in the prototyping process can prove useful to the final system (Jacobson et al. 1992).

Table 1  SDI requirements in light of LBS delivery

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access:</td>
<td>Speed or scalability of service&lt;br&gt;Ease of production of information&lt;br&gt;Ease of consumption of information&lt;br&gt;Methods of interaction and personalisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy:</td>
<td>Knowledge of location of people and/or activities&lt;br&gt;Correctness of information&lt;br&gt;Critical nature of decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standards:</td>
<td>Greater integration and interoperability&lt;br&gt;Quality of data (currency, precision)&lt;br&gt;Varying resolution and granularity of information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The OOSE method of software development process involves a sequence of requirements specification, analysis, design, implementation and testing. As is noted by Henderson (1991) and Jacobson et al. (1992) this process is usually cyclic or incremental in nature following the development of the product – each implementation refines the analysis and design stages through evaluation and testing of a completed version (Figure 4). In the context of this research, this successive version development is anticipated to lead to a more informed view of SDI requirements.

The incremental development strategy allowed the problem of constructing a public transport information system to be tackled in smaller, more manageable portions of increasing complexity. In addition, it was expected that each version would reveal unique features related to the requirements of the underlying infrastructure and enable exploration of the interfaces between the SDI components. A summary of the prototype versions is given in Table 2, and the SDI features that were explored through the first version of the prototype are shown in Figure 5.
The public transport information system can be classified as a guidance service. Guidance services encapsulate the dual tasks of planning a journey, and supporting navigation in ‘following’ a planned route. Both these tasks require delivery of potentially complex geographic information at a range of scales (from the broad scale of journey planning which requires a conceptual view of the entire region encompassing alternate transport mediums to the fine scale in portraying landmarks and cues in the immediate vicinity of the traveller – in supporting the process of situational awareness). Typically the user requires ‘user centred’ information rather than data covering a large geographical extent. Extracting the relevant portions of data sets and presenting them in an appropriate format is a challenge for LBS developers.

Public transport networks change spatially, topologically and temporally and systems are required that can cope with mobile, dynamic decision making (Costelloe et al. 2000), that accommodate the task of activity scheduling (Huisman and Forer 1998) and that take into account route length, travel mode, time, and frequency of mode changes. Peng and Huang (2000) define a taxonomy of transit information systems based on function and content. Using this model, information content can range from general, static information through to real-time information (including vehicle positions and delays). The function level and interface of transit information systems can span simple web browsing at the lowest level through to customised information delivery and online ticket transactions at the highest level. By assigning increasing integer values to each function level, and increasing alphabetical characters to each content level, Peng and Huang (2000) define a useful framework by which to classify transit information systems. The ultimate version of the public transport information system under development would be one that incorporates real-time content with customisation and information delivery (a D3 service according to Peng and Huang (2000)). For this project, a series of prototype versions will range from an application that uses static information with text searches and static graphic images (a B1 service (Peng and Huang 2000)), up to the D3 level.

4.1 Requirement Specification and Analysis

The requirements stage of the design aims to define the limitations of the system and specify the system’s behaviour from the perspective of a user (Jacobson et al. 1992). The construction of use cases (based on discussions with members of the ISO/TC211 working groups on Location Based Services, public transport use scenarios developed by the authors and the work of Kjeldskov et al. (2003)) detailing how a user would interact with the system identified the various system objects (Figure 6) and highlighted the need for careful consideration to be given to issues of human computer interaction within the mobile environment.
A broad range of alternatives exist for the portrayal of route information, from simple, a-spatial text (Figure 7a), through ‘geographical text’ such as landmark information (Figure 7b), to graphical map based solutions (Figure 7d).

Text (such as in Figures 7a and 7c) is abstract, readily remembered, and simple to interpret, and would suffice for a user familiar with the tram system. Description of the environment (Figure 7b) can be used to clarify waypoints along the journey. Information of the form shown in Figure 7d would require the user to interpret and navigate (using skills in orientation and positioning). It is easy to envisage different environments
in which each of these (or a combination of these) is most appropriate. Information in these forms lend themselves to a hierarchical structuring according to the level of detail and whether the user is planning or executing a journey (for example in the case of planning a journey, the hierarchy may move from a-spatial text, through landmark and route descriptions, and thence to maps).

Interface design and usability principles are a well researched and documented area, and while Nielsen and Molich’s general heuristic principles (refer to Molich and Nielsen (1990) and Nielsen (1994) for additional details) are still relevant to the mobile environment, some revisions are required. A specific set of heuristics for wireless location based services is given in Table 3.

In the context of this research and the examination of SDI, the interface design was of secondary importance. However it still focused around these heuristics and a hierarchical information structure from simple text descriptions through to two dimensional maps was employed; the graphical elements of the prototype were developed with the assistance of Webraska’s spatial query and mapping tools.
4.2 Implementation and Testing

Achieving the desired user interface and functionality for the prototype application required the integration of several components. The structure of the final system is summarised in Figure 8. Even though only the first version has been implemented, the main structural components had to be determined from the outset. All but four components of the final configuration (GPS, Webraska, real-time vehicle positions and timetables) have been included in the first version of the prototype.

The user interface was implemented using the Wireless Markup Language (WML). The user interacts with the service via a WML browser on a mobile phone or Internet enabled PDA. Service requests are passed from the browser to the web server which redirects the public transport routing requests to the route finding application (and will pass the initial position of the user (obtained via GPS) to Webraska’s service in preparation for pedestrian navigation guidance to the closest tram stop). The application communicates with the data repository to determine an appropriate route. The navigation information is combined and constructed into a hierarchical series of WML documents that are presented by the web server to the user’s browser.

Examination of each of the SDI components and in particular expectations of what issues would be revealed through the construction and testing of the prototype led to the formulation of the observation matrix shown in Figure 9. Each version of the prototype is expected to reveal new issues or examine previously identified issues in more detail. For example, response time was explored in version 1, and will also be examined in subsequent versions where the amount and type of data presented to the user increases in richness.

The version one implementation was tested on an iPAQ pocket PC with a live GPRS wireless connection. Access issues were predominantly tested quantitatively, with the other issues requiring more subjective qualitative analysis. The quantitative testing process involved simulating use of the system by a user to find a route between two specific tram stops. The time taken for the user to access the service and request a route solution was recorded along with the amount of data transmitted wirelessly. This allowed the ‘calculation’ of representative costs for obtaining information (effort required to use the service and service charges) to be compared against the benefits (immediacy, convenience, completeness, currency).
Three sample routes were used in the testing process. The routes covered different scenarios and as a result returned varying quantities of information. Test route 1 was a simple journey of six stops with no interchanges. Test routes 2 and 3 both required interchanges from one tram route to another. The journey for route 2 required only one interchange (and passed through a series of six stops), while the route 3 journey required two interchanges and passed through ten stops. The testing process was repeated six times for each route to determine mean values and rule out anomalous results. Even though this is a relatively small testing sample, the results obtained were relatively consistent and contributed to meaningful analysis.

Some analysis was also performed on the web server to determine scalability capabilities. Access to the specific URLs that activate the route generation by the application were tested for speed and bandwidth use. Again this was conducted in a series of runs to obtain realistic, representative values.

5 Results

The three test routes demonstrated increasingly complex tram journeys, and hence the number of screens required to display the information to the user increased with each route (as is shown in Figure 10). Since route 1 was a simple journey that could be completed by boarding a single tram, only one result screen was presented. Routes 2 and 3 required the traveller to use two and three trams for their journey respectively, hence additional display screens were provided with information about these vehicle interchanges.

The following two tables show the times recorded to use the system and receive a response. Times were recorded for each of the six runs for each test route. Table 4 shows the breakdown of times for the transition between individual pages. Page 1 is the initial page that prompts the user for the tram stop numbers for their journey origin and destination; the other pages are numbered as per Figure 10.
Figure 10  Examples of information presented to the user for each of the test routes

Table 4  Application Use – Response time per page

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>to</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>min</th>
<th>max</th>
<th>σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>08</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>07</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>09</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>06</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>09</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>06</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5 shows the results of the time taken and data quantities sent and received by a user obtaining and reading through the display screens as presented in Figure 10. The data quantities enabled the calculation of an approximate service cost to the user for obtaining the route information.

LBS services are rarely going to be used by a single user, therefore multiple users were simulated accessing the system concurrently. The mean values (for five simulations of five users) of attributes that would impact on an end user’s experience of the system were recorded and are shown in Table 6.

6 Observations and Discussion

Both the construction and testing of the prototype revealed several issues for each of the SDI requirements related to the topics identified in the observation matrix shown in Figure 9. The construction of the matrix involved hypothesising about the issues of data, standards, policy and access from the perspective of different user groups. Three groups representing end users, integrators and data providers were selected in light of the typical location based service development environment. Issues from the observation matrix are discussed in turn for each of the people categories.

Data Provider – Data

The role of data providers is to capture data and provide it in an appropriate form for its intended use. Both public and private industry are involved in the provision of various
data sets for many purposes. Specifically for this version of the prototype, the Victorian Government Department of Infrastructure (DOI) was the sole data provider, contributing data sets representing the spatial relationships between tram stops and tracks. The data was provided in industry format files using a standard projection system facilitating integration with other data sets. The data representation, however, lacked the topology required for network modelling and routing. Provided without metadata, it was difficult to ascertain how the data was originally captured. However DOI did advise that the stop positions had been updated using GPS techniques, the last updates being completed in June 2002. The lack of metadata also hindered assessment of each of the data quality elements. The positional accuracy of stop positions appeared to be planimetrically accurate to within 10 m (based on data overlays and GPS positioning of several stops). The logical consistency, which assumes consistent measurements will yield similar values when repeated many times, proved to be quite poor with individual lines (that varied in their position) used to represent each tram route despite them being physically coincident. As with many data sets, typographical errors and missing entries for a small proportion of attributes were evident.

Data Provider – Standards

Since the data was provided using industry standard file formats and projections, integration with other data sets and software systems was easily achieved. The lack of data quality statements and metadata implied that no standards for these items had been adopted.

Integrator – Data

From the perspective of a data integrator, responsible for combining data sets and developing applications and interfaces to facilitate access and use by end users, several issues emerged. Whilst the data from the data provider was in an industry standard format, it required conversion to an alternative format and restructuring for the purposes of network traversal. These modifications could have an impact on data maintenance policies; if DOI provide updated data on a regular basis this procedure has to be applied for each updated data set.

Developing applications that provide timely responses to requests is also an issue for integrators. To achieve this, software capable of manipulating and querying spatial data based on user’s requests was required. Based on studies of attention thresholds and the fixed Internet, pages should load within ten seconds (Nielsen 2000). Given the environmental demands on a mobile user, this limit is probably too generous. Finding the balance between time to input and receive information is essential.

The prototype construction highlighted the inadequacy of ‘spaghetti’ data sets for topological modelling. For integrators combining data sets and developing navigational location based services, much work may be involved in the preparation of topology for networking purposes. Additionally the management of large data sets, and their subsequent segmentation and restructuring to present meaningful information to mobile users requires significant effort. While this has only been touched upon in this prototype, it is not an issue to be overlooked and will be investigated in more detail as part of this research.
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Integrator – Standards

The public transport application required standard interfaces to link the various software components; the back-end algorithm implementations needed to be compatible with the Internet and the mobile devices on which the application could be accessed.

Data quality was directly dependent on the data provider. Alterations that were made to the data set were for networking purposes and aimed to enhance the logical consistency of the data sets. Since no metadata records existed, no particular metadata standard was preferred over another. Metadata records were established for the modified data sets using ANZLIC’s metadata guidelines (compatible with ISO/DIS 19115) designed for the Australian Spatial Data Directory.

The data model currently incorporates all tram stops within the Melbourne metropolitan region. Based on the work of Huang and Peng (2001), the network need only contain the stops at which interchanges can be made (other stops are redundant). Implementing this would require dynamically constructing the network topology, however with a potential reduction of the number of stops by several thousand this could be a feasible alternative and minimise the problems associated with maintenance updates since less pre-processing would be required.

Integrator – Policy

Falling within the responsibility of the integrator are policy issues related to privacy and personalisation. With the ability to tailor services to a user’s location, and the time of day, this capability enables a very detailed ‘digital personae’ to be constructed whereby it is possible to determine the nature of a person’s activities through the analysis of time (including frequency and duration). It is then possible to identify common signatures of spatio-temporal behaviour and link this to socio-economic data. However, issues of personalisation are also critical to the adoption of such services in terms of cognitive ergonomics (Carroll et al. 1991), and interaction design. This first prototype version did not offer any personalisation features nor impact on user privacy (apart from the wireless network’s existing ability to track mobile phones); however, subsequent versions will investigate these issues in depth.

Integrator – Access

As identified earlier, human computer interaction within the mobile environment is an important issue. The first levels of the proposed hierarchical information structure were implemented (shown in Figure 10) in light of these constraints. In addition to presenting minimal, but sufficient, information to a user conducting various tasks, the response time of the application and its ability to handle multiple simultaneous requests are also of significance. As explained above briefly, in 1968 Miller first proposed that a user’s attention to a computer related task can be maintained with delays of up to approximately ten seconds. This attention threshold is still maintained by Web usability guidelines today (Nielsen 2000). Although largely dependent on network speed, mobile users should receive a response from the system within this ten second threshold. The simulated ‘real use’ testing of the application revealed that the response time for each page
was 10 seconds on average (refer to Table 4 for details), verifying that each WML page was appropriately sized. As shown in Table 6, even with five simultaneous users performing route requests, the average wait time for all users was just over one second – a minimal delay, and one that would be only just noticeable by a user.

End User – Data

The nature of mobility implies specific characteristics in terms of data content that is delivered to users. Mobile users do not want to be overloaded cognitively, rather they need relevant and timely information that is easy to read and comprehend. Users appreciate data that is highly accurate and reliable, reducing the cognitive load associated with evaluating and interpreting it. As mentioned previously, input items need to be clear, allow for easy input and not require onerous activity in relation to the resulting information that is displayed.

End User – Policy

The issues of personalisation and privacy are again of relevance to end users. However, in this version of the prototype the position of the user is not tracked or recorded, and the application has no ‘memory’ for frequently recorded routes, nor the ability to store frequently visited locations. In future versions where street intersections, rather than stop numbers, will be used to identify location these issues will be explored.

End User – Access

As discussed previously, issues from an end user’s perspective are related to interaction with the service in competition with other tasks. Users do not want their service interaction to be time consuming nor impeded by other concurrent users. The testing revealed that even for a relatively complex route, relevant information could be accessed and read in less than one minute, and for a cost of only eighteen cents (Table 5). Although the user time experiments were subjective, based on approximations of input speed and approximation of a user reading through the information presented, they did suggest that the volume of data presented was appropriate. The hierarchical structuring of information (without thorough assessment by a user group) proved to be a technically feasible approach to conveying varying levels of content without dramatically increasing service response time. Even though GPRS is a packet switched technology and the associated charging policies are based on the amount of data sent and received, the user time and in particular perceived user time is still an important consideration in the usability of these services.

Further Testing

It should be noted that the initial implementation on which the results and observations are based did not incorporate any timetable information for the trams along the routes. The ‘best’ tram to catch was based solely on the first route that passed through the
greatest number of stops. This method of route selection will continue to form the basis in later versions that will include tram timing information, as the best tram to catch may not necessarily be the first tram that passes through the stop. The incorporation of timing information will also enable journey time calculations to be included with the journey itinerary.

Subsequent versions will also provide the option to automatically determine the user’s position (assumed to be the journey origin) and prompt only for a destination street address (rather than tram stop number). This will require appropriate pedestrian descriptions from the journey origin to the first tram stop, and similarly at the end of the journey from the last tram stop to the destination. Additionally, the provision for alternate paths that the user could evaluate and choose between could also be provided in future versions.

The testing methodology employed for this prototype version proved useful in examining the observation criteria identified in Figure 9. However, more extensive testing will be performed for subsequent versions of the prototype. Later prototype versions will provide more detailed information, including graphical maps to assist users in planning and executing their journeys. As a result a wider range of sample routes will be tested and the associated time and data quantities recorded. It is also proposed that a range of people representing the categories of end user, data provider and data integrator will be asked to evaluate the system and the nominated observation issues. The evaluation will take the form of trialling the system and completing a questionnaire detailing computing and technology experience, spatial training, feedback about the system, and the underlying infrastructure required to deliver the application.

7 Conclusions

Spatial Data Infrastructures provide an effective framework in which to explore the set of interrelated issues that collectively govern the quality of service delivery in LBS. Although data access and dissemination through SDI has previously been considered with a focus on wire line communication methods, the basis of the theoretical principles remains constant when moving to the wireless environment. People still require access to data sets, and the access is achieved through the establishment of appropriate networks, standards and policies. It is the specifications for these components that require modification to accommodate the successful delivery of location based services.

The phased prototype approach has proved, even at the early stage of the first version implementation, to be a useful means by which to examine the SDI components in relation to a location based service in greater detail. While the approach is quite specific, it is anticipated that it will be possible to generalise the principles from all prototype versions and hence define guidelines in order for SDI to support location based services.

The most poignant observations made in the initial phase of this research relate to data and the privacy of the individual. With wireless communication and information access methods expected to continue to evolve and play an increasing role in society, it is critical to determine an infrastructure that meets the needs of this new user base. There exists a real tension between a user’s preference for ‘spatial and temporal anonymity’ and delivery of service whose quality is very much linked to precisely knowing when and where they are. Perhaps users will prefer to make themselves ‘selectively available’ to different services.
Whilst SDI can support delivery of services such as the one proposed in this paper, there are important refinements requiring further consideration. These include:

- the criticality of information (assessing impact of real-time information on current user plans);
- time/space indexing (indexing data for fast retrieval and delivery of ‘user centred’ data);
- data conflation (integration of fine scale, time critical, ephemeral, spatial and a-spatial data);
- data formats (support of integration and rendering of information in a range of formats (text, sound, maps, 3D, spoken instruction, photographs, film sequence)); and
- customisation (ease of tailoring interaction and presentation of information).

These refinements will take time, and may very well be part of a continual evolution, particularly as technology continues to adapt and advance. However, they cannot be overlooked if SDI is going to fully support the wireless dissemination of information.

In the short term, SDI practitioners could facilitate the rollout of LBS applications by broadening the perspective of their current initiatives and planning for a future in which reliable, higher bandwidth wireless Internet connections are available for a reasonable price. Maybe a particular data set within an existing SDI would be of benefit to an LBS application; perhaps providing real-time attributes for this data set would be extremely valuable to a mobile end user. Like many other software applications it can be a challenge to get an LBS up and running. Sourcing and gaining access to relevant data sets being one such challenge. If LBS developers could leverage off some of the partnership and data access arrangements already established for various SDI initiatives, the battle would be half won. Adapting the SDI model so that it can support wireless spatial information dissemination is the first step on a path to improving access to spatial information.
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